Romantic days in LVIV city
4 days/3 nights
with English-speaking guide (other languages for request)
Lviv… Mysterious and architecturally lovely, this Unesco–listed city is the same authentic Central
European charm as pre-tourism Prague or Kraków once did. Its quaint cobbles, bean-perfumed
coffeehouses and rattling trams are a continent away from the post-Soviet badlands of the east. It’s also
a place where the candle of Ukrainian national identity burns brightest.

Day 1. LVIV / arrival
Arrival to Lviv.
Transfer to the hotel and check in.
Free time.
Dinner in the one of the famous Lviv’s restaurant with Ukrainian traditional food.
Day 2. LVIV
Explore enigmatic undergrounds of Lviv and uncover their secrets during the walking tour with a local
guide. Listen to the legends about ghosts in the twilight of the labyrinths and plunge into the
atmosphere of mystery.
Breakfast in hotel.
Walking tour in the Old Town (4-5 hours):
- Market Square
- Prospekt Svobody with the Opera and Ballet Theater
- Armenian and Dominican Cathedrals
- Boim Chapel and High Castle
- The souvenir market, unusual picturesque restaurants and much more.
Visit the chocolate, gingerbread, coffee and caramel stores, which show the processes of making
products. You can cook something delicious for memory yourself!

Day 3. Lviv region, the CARPATIANS.
Breakfast. Long excursion to the three famous castles of the Lviv region: Zolochiv, Olesko and
Pidhirtsi, known as “the Golden Horseshoe”. Admire beautiful architecture and learn interesting facts
and legends about eachcastle. This trip is a great way to spend your day. Lunch during the excursion
(not incl). Back to Lviv.

Day 4. LVIV / departure
Breakfast.
Check out from the hotel, transfer to International Airport or Railway Station.
Hotels rate

½ DBL

SNGL sup.

(from 2 pers in group)

3*

299

150

4*

399

249

All rates in EURO. Min 2 pers.
Agents commission according Contract with ABTT.
Corporate clients – request special price.
Additional excursions:
- visit the ballet or opera performances at the Theater of Opera and Ballet - from $ 25 per person
The price of program includes:
- 3 nights at the hotel, DBL accomodation
- Meal – 3 breakfast, one dinner at the 1 day
- All transfers and excursions during the tour
- Entrance fees
- local English speaking guides (your language by request)
- Ukrainian souvenir from incoming tour operator
The price EXLUDES:
- International flights
- Visa to Ukraine, Medical insurance
- Lunch and Dinner (except day 1), beverages
- Additional excursions
- Gratuities and extras in hotels (telephone calls, laundry, room service)
- All other expenses that are purely of a personal nature
- All other items that are not mentioned in our price includes
- Tips for guides and drivers

We invite you to visit Ukraine!
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